(3) World Cup Division Problems


!

LO: To use reliable methods of calculation to solve word
problems


!

MAKE SURE YOU SHOW ALL OF YOUR WORKING OUT AND CHECK YOUR
ANSWERS


!
!

1) Roy Hodgson has 48 bottles of Lucozade to share between his 4 strikers.
How many bottles of Lucozade does each striker get?


!

2) The managers of Costa Rica, Honduras and Chile go out for a meal together.
The meal costs £42. They share the bill between the three of them. How much
does each pay?


!

3) World Cup footballs are made in a factory and packed into boxes of 6, ready
to be sent to the shops. Sports Direct want to buy 48 footballs to sell in their
shop. How many boxes must they order?


!

4) After kick-off, Joe Hart has a drink every 6 minutes of the match against
Italy. How many times does he have a drink over the course of the 90 minute
match?


!

5) The Brazil defenders need to replace the studs on their boots. There are 68
studs to replace, but studs come in packets of 6. How many packets of studs do
they need to buy?


!

6) In qualifying, Argentina scored 68 goals which were shared equally amongst
their four strikers. How many goals did each each striker score?


!

7) In the first 6 games of the World Cup, a total of 72
corners were taken. What was the average number of
corners taken each game?


!

8) Spanish TV charges its customers a fee of £56 to watch
all of Spain’s World Cup games. If Spain only play 4
matches before being knocked out of the World Cup, how
much has the TV package cost per match?


!
!
!



(4) World Cup Division Problems


!
LO: To use reliable methods of calculation to solve word problems

!
MAKE SURE YOU SHOW ALL OF YOUR WORKING OUT AND
CHECK YOUR ANSWERS


!
!

1) Roy Hodgson has 148 bottles of Lucozade to share between his 4 strikers.
How many bottles of Lucozade does each striker get?


!

2) The managers of Costa Rica, Honduras and Chile go out for a meal together.
The meal costs £84. They share the bill between the three of them. How much
does each pay?


!

3) World Cup footballs are made in a factory and packed into boxes of 6, ready
to be sent to the shops. Sports Direct want to buy 138 footballs to sell in their
shop. How many boxes must they order?


!

4) In the cafe there are 6 Brazil fans for every 5 England fans. If there are 36
Brazil fans, how many England fans are in the cafe?


!

5) The Brazil defenders need to replace the studs on their boots. There are 168
studs to replace, but studs come in packets of 8. How many packets of studs do
they need to buy?


!

6) James puts his spare football stickers into piles of 8. He has 225 stickers.
How many complete piles of 8 can he make?


!

7) In the first 6 games of the World Cup, a total of 174 throw-ins were taken.
What was the average number of throw-ins taken each game?


!

8) In a section of the stadium, seats are grouped into rows
of 9 seats. There are 117 seats in the section. How many
rows must there be?


!
!
!
!
!
!

(5) World Cup Division Problems


!
LO: To use reliable methods of calculation to solve word problems

!

MAKE SURE YOU SHOW ALL OF YOUR WORKING OUT AND CHECK
YOUR ANSWERS


!
!

1) Roy Hodgson has 624 bottles of Lucozade to share between his 8 midfielders.
How many bottles of Lucozade does each midfielder get?


!

2) The managers of Costa Rica, Honduras and Chile go out for a meal together.
The meal costs £84.90. They share the bill between the three of them. How
much does each pay?


!

3) World Cup footballs are made in a factory and packed into boxes of 6, ready
to be sent to the shops. Sports Direct want to buy 338 footballs to sell in their
shop. How many boxes must they order?


!

4) In the cafe there are 9 Brazil fans for every 5 England fans. If there are 99
Brazil fans, how many England fans are in the cafe?


!

5) The Brazil team need to replace the studs on their boots. There are 370
studs to replace, but studs come in packets of 8. How many packets of studs do
they need to buy?


!

6) James puts his spare football stickers into piles of 8. He has 625 stickers.
How many complete piles of 8 can he make?


!

7) In the first 7 games of the World Cup, a total of 231 throw-ins were taken.
What was the average number of throw-ins taken each game?


!

8) 54,000 people are in a stadium. 2/5 of them are wearing a
yellow shirt. How many people are not wearing a yellow shirt?


!

9) The Honduras team bus has to travel a total distance of 651
km over a period of 6 days to reach the team training camp.
The journey is split equally so that every day the distance
travelled is the same. How many km does the bus travel each
day?


!

